MY PASSPORT™ PORTABLE STORAGE

Stunning storage, built for whatever you create.

- Auto backup with included WD Backup™ software
- Password protection with hardware encryption
- Reimagined design

My Passport is the trusted, portable storage that perfectly complements your on-the-go lifestyle. Designed to fit in the palm of your hand, there's plenty of space to store a massive amount of photos, videos, music and documents. Perfectly paired with WD Backup software and password protection, the My Passport drive helps keep your files safe.
MY PASSPORT
PORTABLE STORAGE

Product Features

Back Up Automatically
The My Passport drive comes equipped with WD Backup software to help make sure your photos, videos, music and documents don’t get lost. You can set it to run automatically to your schedule. Just pick the time and frequency to back up important files from your system onto your My Passport drive.

Password Protection with Hardware Encryption
The My Passport drive’s built-in 256-bit AES hardware encryption with WD Security™ software helps keep your content private and safe. Just activate password protection and set your own personalized password. You can also add a “return-if-found” message as the password prompt to help keep your My Passport drive find its way back to you if it ever accidentally gets left behind.

Reimagined Design
The sleek, vibrant design of the My Passport drive comes in a wide range of bold, beautiful colors so you can pick the one that matches your own unique, personal style.

Easy to Use
My Passport portable storage is ready to use out of the box so you can start transferring files, saving your memories and backing up. It comes with all the software you need to help protect all your data, including WD Backup and WD Security software.

Product Specifications

INTERFACE
USB 3.0
USB 2.0

KIT CONTENTS
• Portable hard drive
• USB 3.0 cable
• WD Backup™, WD Security™ and WD Drive Utilities™ software
• Quick install guide

SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
• Windows® 10
• Windows 8
• Windows 7

DIMENSIONS
2TB – 4TB
Height: 21.5mm (0.85 in)
Depth: 81.5mm (3.21 in)
Width: 110mm (4.33 in)
Weight: 250g (0.54 lb)

1TB
Height: 16.3mm (0.64 in)
Depth: 81.5mm (3.21 in)
Width: 110mm (4.33 in)
Weight: 170g (0.37 lb)

OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS
Operating temperature: 5°C to 35°C
Non-op. temperature: −20°C to 65°C

CAPACITIES AND MODELS
4TB
Black: WDBYFT0400BBK
Blue: WDBYFT0400BBL
Red: WDBYFT0400BRD
White: WDBYFT0400BWT
Orange: WDBYFT0400BOR
Yellow: WDBYFT0400BYL

3TB
Black: WDBYFT0300BBK
Blue: WDBYFT0300BBL
Red: WDBYFT0300BRD
White: WDBYFT0300BWT
Orange: WDBYFT0300BOR
Yellow: WDBYFT0300BYL

2TB
Black: WDBYFT0200BBK
Blue: WDBYFT0200BBL
Red: WDBYFT0200BRD
White: WDBYFT0200BWT
Orange: WDBYFT0200BOR
Yellow: WDBYFT0200BYL

1TB
Black: WDBYNN0100BBK
Blue: WDBYNN0100BBL
Red: WDBYNN0100BRD
White: WDBYNN0100BWT
Orange: WDBYNN0100BOR
Yellow: WDBYNN0100BYL

LIMITED WARRANTY
2 years (worldwide)
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